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Introduction 

An adaptable mind for a changing world 

 

In a society that is changing very quickly, having an adaptable mind is crucial. As Indra 

Nooyi explains1, 5 megatrends will completely change our lives :  

- The growth of Africa and Asia 

- Pandemics and epidemics 

- Climate change 

- An ageing population 

- Technological disruption 

 

 
1 Source : Masterclass.com 



We can tackle problems with flexibility if we have an adaptable mind. It gives us the flexibility 

to adjust our plans when necessary. To keep themselves and others secure, for instance, 

many people had to adjust to new working conditions and schedule changes during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Dr. Anthony Fauci is an inspiring example of this, who had to be 

adaptable and change his recommendations as new information about the virus surfaced 

while serving as the head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. 

 

An adaptable mind enables us to recover from failures and get past challenges. It makes it 

possible for us to grow from our mistakes and move on. Oprah Winfrey is a role model for 

resiliency because she surmounted a difficult childhood to become one of the most well-

known media figures of all time. 

 

We can think creatively and develop original solutions to issues when our minds are flexible. 

It allows us to adopt new viewpoints and approach problems in novel ways. Elon Musk is a 

creative role model who, through his bold ideas and willingness to take chances, has 

revolutionised the automotive, space, and energy sectors. 

We can accept change and develop as people when we have an adaptable mentality. We 

can venture outside of our comfort zones and attempt new things because of it. Malala 

Yousafzai is an inspiring example of growth because she persisted in her battle for girls' 

education in the face of overwhelming odds and later became the youngest recipient of the 

Nobel Peace Prize. 

 

An adaptable mind is crucial in a changing world. It allows us to be flexible, resilient, 

creative, and growth-oriented. 

 

The importance of learning 

 
 



Learning has become a lifelong process in today's fast-paced and ever-changing world. 

As technology and industries evolve, so do the skills and knowledge required to stay 

relevant in the job market. Learning new skills and keeping up with the latest trends can help 

you stay competitive and advance your career. 

 

Continual learning helps you become more adaptable to changes in your personal and 

professional life. By staying open to new ideas and experiences, you will be better equipped 

to deal with challenges and adapt to new situations. 

 

One of the main benefits of learning is that it opens up new opportunities. When we learn 

new things, we gain new skills and knowledge that can help us progress in our careers or 

pursue new interests and hobbies. Learning can also help us adapt to changing 

circumstances and overcome challenges we may face. 

 

Learning is a great way to encourage personal growth and self-improvement. It can help you 

gain new perspectives, broaden your horizons and discover new passions and interests. 

Learning new things and engaging in mental challenges has been shown to improve 

cognitive function and prevent age-related cognitive decline. 

 

It can also be a social experience, providing opportunities to connect with like-minded 

people, share knowledge and build relationships. 

 

In summary, in today's changing world, continuous learning is important because it helps us 

stay relevant, adaptable and personally fulfilled. It also contributes to improved mental agility 

and social connectedness. By adopting a growth mindset and making learning a lifelong 

pursuit, we can stay curious, engaged and ready to face whatever challenges come our way. 

 

The joy and training ones brain and mind 

 



The neural connections in your brain are stimulated when you engage in brain-training 

activities, such as learning a new language or solving a puzzle. Cognitive function, including 

memory, attention and problem-solving skills, can be improved by this stimulation. 

 

Taking part in activities that exercise your brain and mind can also give you a sense of 

pleasure and a sense of achievement. Activities that challenge you and require 

concentration can release dopamine. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter associated with 

pleasure and reward. 

 

Training your brain and mind can also help reduce stress. When you are focused on a task, 

you are less likely to be distracted by negative thoughts and worries. Additionally, the sense 

of accomplishment that comes with completing a challenging task can improve your mood 

and reduce stress. 

 

Completing a challenging task or mastering a new skill can also boost your self-esteem and 

confidence. Setting and achieving brain training goals can give you a sense of 

accomplishment and pride. 

 

It can be a lifelong pursuit to train your brain and mind. There will always be something new 

to learn or a new skill to master. This can bring a sense of fulfillment and purpose throughout 

your life. That is why we have named our site PassiondApprendre.com : more than a 

cognitive achievement, it is a passion! 

 

Training your brain and mind can bring joy and a wide range of benefits, including improved 

cognitive function, positive emotions, reduced stress, improved self-esteem, and the 

opportunity for lifelong learning. By engaging in activities that challenge you and stimulate 

your mind, you can improve your overall well-being and sense of fulfillment. 

  



Why become an autodidact? 

In today's rapidly changing world, the ability to learn new skills and adapt to new challenges 

is more important than ever. But does this mean we have to rely solely on formal education 

to keep up? Increasingly, people are turning to self-directed learning as a way to acquire the 

knowledge and skills they need to succeed in their personal and professional lives. But why 

become an autodidact? In this chapter we'll explore the many benefits of self-directed 

learning, from the freedom and flexibility it offers to the potential for deeper and more 

meaningful learning experiences. Whether you're looking to develop new skills, explore new 

interests, or simply become a more effective and fulfilled learner, the insights and inspiration 

in this chapter will help you understand the value and potential of self-directed learning and 

support you on your journey to becoming a successful autodidact. 

 

The obsolescence of knowledge and technical skills 

 
Technology is constantly evolving and, as a result, technical skills that were once in high 

demand can become obsolete. For example, typists and switchboard operators were once in 

high demand. With the advent of computers and automated telephone systems, these skills 

are no longer in high demand. 

 

In marketing, traditional advertising methods such as print and radio are less effective in 

today's digital age. Consequently, marketers must learn new digital marketing skills like 

social media advertising and search engine optimization to remain competitive. 

 



In the education sector, outdated teaching methods and curricula can become irrelevant as 

technology and the needs of society change. For example, traditional lecture-based teaching 

methods are becoming less effective in today's digital age. Instead, teachers need to learn 

how to use new technology-based teaching methods, such as online learning platforms and 

educational applications. 

 

Obsolescence of knowledge and skills is common in today's rapidly changing world. 

Individuals must continually update their knowledge and skills to keep up with changing 

technology and industry trends in order to remain competitive and relevant. 

 

What is an autodidact? 

 
An autodidact is a self-taught person who learns through independent study and personal 

exploration. Autodidacts learn in a variety of ways, such as by reading books, watching 

videos, attending lectures, and experimenting with their own interests. 

 

Self-taught people (or autodidacts) often read widely about what interests them. To gain 

knowledge about a subject, they may read books, magazines, journals and online articles. 

They may also read biographies and memoirs of people who have been successful in their 

field to learn from their experiences. 

 

Autodidacts often learn through experimentation and practical experience. They may try new 

things, make mistakes and learn from their failures. In fields such as science and 

engineering, where experimentation is a key part of the learning process, this approach can 

be particularly useful. 

 



Autodidacts can also learn by travelling. They can visit different countries and cultures to 

learn about history, art and other subjects. This approach can be particularly useful for 

language learning and cultural immersion. 

As you can see, there is no one way to learn. There are many, and you need to explore the 

different ways of learning to find the one that works best for you! 

 

Everyone can develop an autodidact mindset 

 
 

Many people believe that only those with a natural aptitude for learning can become 

successful autodidacts. However, the reality is that anyone can develop an autodidact 

mindset and become a self-directed learner. The key is to adopt a growth mindset and 

embrace the following principles. 

 

First, it's important to understand that intelligence and talent are not fixed traits, but can be 

developed through effort and practice. When we adopt a growth mindset, we believe that we 

can improve our abilities through hard work and perseverance. This is a critical mindset for 

autodidacts, who must be willing to put in the time and effort required to master new skills 

and knowledge. 

 

Secondly, autodidacts need to be curious and open-minded. They must be willing to explore 

new ideas and perspectives and to challenge their own assumptions and beliefs. By 

adopting a spirit of curiosity and inquiry, anyone can develop the intellectual flexibility 

needed to become a successful autodidact. 

 



Thirdly, autodidacts need to be disciplined and self-motivated. They must be able to set clear 

goals, develop effective study habits and hold themselves accountable for their progress. 

This requires a strong sense of self-discipline and a willingness to prioritise learning over 

other activities and distractions. 

 

Finally, self-learners must be willing to seek out resources and support. This may include 

finding mentors, joining study groups or using online learning platforms. By seeking out 

resources and support, autodidacts can accelerate their learning and gain valuable feedback 

and guidance. 

 

In summary, anyone can develop an autodidact mindset by adopting a growth mindset, 

cultivating curiosity and open-mindedness, developing self-discipline and motivation, and 

seeking resources and support. By adopting these principles and committing to lifelong 

learning, anyone can realise their full potential and lead a fulfilling and successful life. 

 

Everyone can cultivate this mindset. You have everything within you, all the soft skills you 

need to become a lifelong autodidact! 

 

  



Famous autodidacts who can inspire us 

We often think of formal education as the key to success and achievement, but some of the 

greatest minds in history were self-taught. From Leonardo da Vinci and Benjamin Franklin to 

Maya Angelou and Elon Musk, there are countless examples of famous autodidacts who 

achieved remarkable things through self-directed learning. But what can we learn from their 

stories, and how can they inspire our own learning journeys? In this chapter, we'll explore 

the lives and achievements of some famous autodidacts.  

Whether you're looking to master a new skill or transform your career, the stories and 

strategies of these famous autodidacts can offer valuable lessons and inspiration for anyone 

seeking to achieve greatness through self-directed learning. 

Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 1519) was an Italian 

polymath, universally recognised as one of the 

most brilliant and diverse thinkers in history. 

He was also an inventor, mathematician, 

anatomist, musician and author. 

 

Da Vinci was educated in the studio of Andrea 

del Verrocchio, a prominent Florentine artist, 

and was born in the town of Vinci in Tuscany, 

Italy. He quickly gained a reputation for his 

artistic skill and technical ability, beginning his 

career as an apprentice in Verrocchio's 

workshop. 

 

During his lifetime, Da Vinci produced some of 

the most famous works of art in history, including the Mona Lisa and The Last Supper. With 

notable inventions such as flying machines, a parachute and a helicopter, he also made 

significant contributions to science and technology. 

 

Da Vinci was famously inquisitive and wanted to understand the world around him. He 

studied a wide range of subjects, including anatomy, botany, geology and astronomy, and 

was a lifelong self-directed learner. 

 

His legacy continues to inspire people around the world today, and his work has had a 

profound influence on art, science and technology. 

 

Leonardo's approach to learning was multidisciplinary, i.e. he combined knowledge from 

different fields in order to come up with new ideas and innovations. He used his 

understanding of both to create his famous inventions and works of art, seeing the links 

between art and science. He was an experimental learner, unafraid to take risks and make 

mistakes. He learned by trial and error and used his failures as opportunities for learning and 

improvement. Leonardo was a keen observer who studied the natural world and the 



anatomy of the human body in great detail. The accuracy and detail of his drawings and 

sketches are still studied today. 

 

Da Vinci's approach to self-education was unique and varied. He believed that learning 

should be a lifelong pursuit, and he dedicated himself to acquiring knowledge and skills in a 

variety of fields throughout his life. Da Vinci's approach to self-education was rooted in his 

deep curiosity and commitment to observing the world around him with a keen and 

discerning eye. 

 

One of the key pieces of advice we can take from Da Vinci when it comes to becoming a 

better autodidact is the importance of seeking out diverse sources of knowledge. Da Vinci 

famously studied a wide range of subjects, from anatomy and botany to music and literature. 

He believed that by seeking out different sources of information and knowledge, he could 

develop a more complete understanding of the world and the people who inhabit it. 

 

Another important lesson we can learn from Da Vinci is the importance of active observation. 

Da Vinci was a master of observation, carefully studying the world around him and making 

detailed notes of his observations. He believed that by actively observing the world, he could 

uncover new knowledge and insights that would help him improve his work and his 

understanding of the world. 

 

Finally, Da Vinci's commitment to experimentation and exploration is another valuable 

lesson for autodidacts. He believed that true knowledge could only be gained through direct 

experience, and he dedicated himself to practical experimentation in a range of fields. By 

constantly pushing the boundaries of what was known and exploring new avenues of inquiry, 

Da Vinci was able to expand his knowledge and understanding of the world. 

 

In summary, to become a better autodidact, one should follow the example of Leonardo da 

Vinci by seeking diverse sources of knowledge, actively observing the world, and embracing 

experimentation and exploration. By embodying these traits and committing to lifelong 

learning, you can follow in the footsteps of one of history's greatest autodidacts and achieve 

great success in a variety of fields. 

 

 

Coco Chanel 

Coco Chanel (born Gabrielle Bonheur Chanel) was a French fashion designer known for 

revolutionising women's fashion in the early 20th century. Born on 19 August 1883 in 

Saumur, France, she was raised in poverty in a convent orphanage after her mother died. 

 

Chanel began her career by sewing and hatmaking, eventually opening her own boutique in 

Paris in 1910. She created a signature style that combined elegance, comfort and simplicity 

and is famous for popularising the 'little black dress'. Chanel took much of her inspiration 

from her male counterparts, incorporating elements like tweeds, collarless jackets and 

trouser suits into her womenswear line. 

 



Chanel is equally renowned as a businesswoman who built a successful fashion empire 

encompassing clothes, accessories and fragrances. Her most famous fragrance, Chanel No. 

5, is still popular today. 
2 

Chanel has had a profound impact on fashion 

and style, inspiring designers worldwide. 

 

Chanel was a self-motivated learner who was 

self-motivated in her pursuit of knowledge and 

skills. Despite her background of poverty, she 

had a strong desire to be successful and to 

improve her life through her own efforts. 

 

She was an independent learner who taught 

herself how to sew and how to design and 

create. She honed her skills through trial and 

error, learning by experimenting with fabrics and 

styles. 

 

She was a creative thinker who was an 

innovator in the fashion industry with her 

knowledge and skills. She rejected the ornate 

styles of the day and instead created simple, 

elegant designs that were both comfortable and 

fashionable. 

 

As well as being a talented designer, she was also a shrewd businesswoman who built a 

successful fashion empire. She was a shrewd negotiator and a marketing expert who knew 

how to build a brand and how to appeal to her target market. 

 

Poverty, the loss of loved ones and criticism from the fashion industry were just some of the 

obstacles Chanel faced in her life. But she persevered. She used these challenges as 

opportunities to grow and learn. 

 

Her self-motivation, independent learning, creative thinking, business acumen and 

perseverance made her a good autodidact. She became one of the most influential fashion 

designers of all time through her ability to teach herself valuable skills and apply them to her 

work. 

 

The importance of self-confidence is one of the most important pieces of advice we can take 

from Chanel. Chanel was a fiercely independent woman who believed in her own abilities 

and trusted her instincts. She was not afraid to take risks and challenge the status quo. As a 

self-starter, it's important to have confidence in your own abilities and trust that you can learn 

and succeed on your own. 

 

 
2 Afbeelding van Coco Chanel tijdens de tentoonstelling Chanel:De Legende in het 
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag. Marion Golsteijn 



The value of perseverance is another important lesson we can learn from Chanel. Chanel 

faced many obstacles throughout her career, but she never gave up. She continued to push 

herself and her designs forward, even in the face of adversity. As a self-taught designer, it's 

important to be persistent and not give up when faced with challenges or setbacks. 

 

There are also valuable lessons for self-taught designers in Chanel's approach to design. 

She believed in simplicity and minimalism, and her designs were often characterised by 

clean lines and neutral colours. Chanel's approach to design was rooted in her belief that 

less is more and that true elegance lies in simplicity. As a self-taught designer, it's important 

to focus on the essentials and avoid overcomplicating things. 

 

Finally, another valuable lesson for autodidacts is Chanel's commitment to innovation and 

experimentation. She constantly pushed the boundaries of what was possible in fashion and 

was never content to rest on her laurels. As an autodidact, it's important to be open to new 

ideas and willing to try new things to expand your knowledge and skills. 

 

In summary, by having confidence, being persistent, focusing on simplicity and embracing 

innovation and experimentation, you can follow Coco Chanel's example and become a 

better autodidact. By embodying these traits and dedicating yourself to lifelong learning, you 

can follow in the footsteps of one of history's greatest autodidacts and achieve great success 

in any field. 

 

 

 

Angela Benton 

Angela Benton is an example of a contemporary 

black female self-starter. She is a successful 

entrepreneur and the founder and CEO of 

Streamlytics, which helps individuals and 

companies access and monetize their data in an 

ethical way. 

 

Benton grew up in a low-income household and 

faced many challenges throughout her life. 

Determined to succeed, she taught herself to code 

and build websites. She eventually started her 

own consulting business, which led to the creation 

of Black Web 2.0, a media company focused on 

African Americans in technology. 

 

Benton has received numerous awards for his work with Black Web 2.0 and his 

entrepreneurial success, including a San Francisco Business Times "Top 40 Under 40'' and 

Fast Company "Most Creative People in Business. 

 



Demonstrating the power of self-directed learning and perseverance, Benton's story is an 

inspiring one. Despite facing numerous obstacles, she was able to teach herself valuable 

skills and build a successful career in the technology industry. 

 

Successful entrepreneur and chief executive, she can teach herself new skills and concepts. 

Here are some reasons why: 

 

Not afraid to take on new challenges, Angela Benton believes in the power of continuous 

learning and growth. It is a mindset that has enabled her to become a self-taught expert in a 

number of areas including technology, business and marketing. 

 

As a self-taught entrepreneur, she has learned to be resourceful when it comes to finding the 

information and tools she needs to be successful. She is known for being a voracious 

reader, for attending conferences and events, and for networking with other professionals in 

her field. 

 

Being a successful self-starter requires the ability to solve problems independently. Whether 

in business or technology, Angela Benton has demonstrated a keen ability to identify 

problems and come up with creative solutions. 

 

She has a passion for learning and pushing herself to be better. This drive has enabled her 

to achieve success as an entrepreneur and CEO, and to inspire others to do the same. 

 

Persistence is one of the most important insight we can take from Benton. Benton faced 

many obstacles throughout her career, including discrimination and financial hardship, but 

she never gave up. She continued to work hard and push herself, even when things were 

difficult. As a self-taught person, it's important to be persistent. Don't give up when faced 

with challenges or setbacks. 

 

Another important lesson we can learn from Benton is the value of community. Benton 

founded NewME in part to create a supportive community for underrepresented 

entrepreneurs. As an autodidact, it's important to surround yourself with like-minded people 

who can offer support, guidance and inspiration. Joining a community of learners can help 

you stay motivated and focused on your goals. 

 

Benton's approach to entrepreneurship also offers valuable insights for self-starters. She is a 

firm believer in the power of innovation and the importance of staying ahead of the curve. 

Staying abreast of the latest trends and technologies in your field and constantly looking for 

new ways to innovate and improve is essential for self-starters. 

 

Finally, Benton's commitment to helping others is another valuable lesson for autodidacts. 

She has dedicated much of her career to helping underrepresented entrepreneurs succeed, 

and has used her own success to lift others. As an autodidact, it's important to share your 

knowledge and skills with others. It's also important to use your own success to help others 

achieve their goals. 

 

In conclusion, to become a better self-learner, you should follow the example of Angela 

Benton through perseverance, building a supportive community, remaining innovative and 



helping others. By embodying these traits and dedicating yourself to lifelong learning, you 

can follow in the footsteps of one of the most successful autodidacts in the tech industry and 

achieve great success in any field. 

 

 

Tim Ferriss3 

He is one of the world's best-selling business leaders. He 

is best known for his bestselling book "The 4-Hour 

Workweek". Published in 2007, it became a New York 

Times bestseller. The book provides strategies and tips 

on how to achieve greater efficiency and productivity in 

your work and in your life. 

 

Ferriss is the author of several other books, such as The 

4-Hour Body, focusing on optimising physical 

performance, and The 4-Hour Chef, focusing on learning. 

He also hosts The Tim Ferriss Show, a podcast in which 

he interviews experts and high achievers in various fields 

to discuss their habits, routines and strategies for 

success. 

 

Ferriss is also an angel investor and startup advisor in 

addition to his writing and podcasting. He has been featured in numerous media outlets, 

including The New York Times, Forbes and CNN, and has invested in companies such as 

Uber, Twitter and Evernote. 

 

For a number of reasons, Tim Ferriss is a great example of an autodidact. 

 

He has a growth mindset: he is constantly on the lookout for new knowledge and skills to 

improve himself and his work. Always keen to learn and experiment with new strategies and 

techniques to improve. 

Ferriss has shown a knack for finding and using resources to get where he wants to go. 

Through trial and error, books, online courses and other resources, he has taught himself 

new skills. 

He has a talent for problem identification and creative problem solving. He offers practical 

advice on improving productivity, health and other areas of life in his books and podcasts. 

Ferriss has developed strong habits and routines to support his work and learning. He has 

spoken extensively about his daily routines and rituals, which include habits like meditation, 

journaling, and exercise. 

 

He has a strong commitment to the sharing of his knowledge and the success of others. He 

has inspired many others to become self-taught through his books, podcasts and other 

channels. 

 

 
3 Timothy Ferriss by Olivier Ezratty 



One of Ferriss' most important pieces of advice is the importance of experimenting. Ferriss is 

a firm believer in trying new things and testing different approaches to find what works best. 

As an autodidact, it's important to be open to new ideas and willing to try new things to 

expand your knowledge and skills. 

 

Another key lesson from Ferriss is the need to set goals. Ferriss is a strong advocate of 

setting specific, measurable goals to achieve success. As a self-starter, it's important to set 

clear goals and track your progress to stay motivated and focused. 

 

Ferriss' approach to productivity also offers valuable insights for self-starters. He is a firm 

believer in the power of efficiency and streamlining your workflow to get more done in less 

time. As a self-learner, it's important to find ways to optimise your learning process to 

maximise your results. 

 

Finally, Ferriss's commitment to self-improvement is another valuable lesson for self-starters 

to learn. He is a strong advocate of continuous learning and personal growth, and has 

dedicated much of his career to helping others reach their full potential. As an autodidact, it's 

important to embrace lifelong learning and commit to regular self-improvement. 

 

To become a better self-learner, you should follow Tim Ferriss' lead and experiment with 

new approaches, set clear goals, optimise your work processes and commit to improving 

yourself constantly. By embodying these traits and committing to lifelong learning, you can 

achieve great success and fulfilment in any field. 

 

 

 

  



The 5 soft skills for self-learning 

Learning is a complex process for our brains: it requires us to be focused, attentive, creative 

and organised. All these characteristics are soft skills: the non-technical skills that help us in 

our daily lives. 

In today's world, the ability to learn quickly and adapt to change is more important than ever. 

As industries and technologies evolve at breakneck speed, the most successful individuals 

are those who can stay ahead of the curve by continually expanding their knowledge and 

skills. But what are the key soft skills that enable self-learners to thrive in this rapidly 

changing landscape? In this chapter, we'll explore five essential self-learning soft skills that 

can help you achieve your goals and stay competitive in any field. 

Curiosity 

 
Curiosity is often the spark that lights the flame of self-learning. When we approach a subject 

with a sense of curiosity and wonder, we are more motivated to explore and understand it on 

a deeper level. In this chapter we'll explore the ways in which curiosity can enhance the self-

learning experience and offer strategies for cultivating and harnessing this powerful quality. 

 

One of the main benefits of curiosity is that it drives us to seek out new information and 

experiences. By approaching a subject with a sense of curiosity, we are more likely to ask 

questions, seek out new sources of information and explore different perspectives. This can 

help us deepen our understanding of complex issues and gain new insights that we might 

not have discovered otherwise. 

 



Curiosity also helps to make the learning experience more engaging and enjoyable. When 

we approach a subject with a sense of wonder and excitement, we are more likely to stay 

engaged and invested in the learning process, even when it becomes challenging or difficult. 

This can help us to persevere through obstacles and setbacks, and stay motivated to 

continue learning even when the going gets tough. 

 

To cultivate and harness curiosity in our own self-learning journeys, it's important to 

approach each new topic or challenge with an open mind and a sense of wonder. Take the 

time to ask questions, explore different perspectives and seek out new sources of 

information. Allow yourself to be fully immersed in the learning experience and embrace the 

sense of curiosity and wonder that comes with exploring new ideas and concepts. 

 

Curiosity is a powerful tool for enhancing the self-learning experience, driving us to seek out 

new information and experiences, and making the learning process more engaging and 

enjoyable. By cultivating and harnessing this quality in our own learning journeys, we can 

unlock its potential and take our learning to new heights. 

 

 

Self-discipline 

 
Self-discipline is a crucial quality for anyone who wants to become a successful self-learner. 

When we approach our learning journeys with a sense of self-discipline, we are better able 

to stay focused, motivated and on track, even in the face of obstacles and setbacks. In this 

chapter, we'll explore the ways in which self-discipline can enhance the self-learning 

experience and offer strategies for cultivating and harnessing this powerful quality. 

 



It helps us stay focused on your learning goals and avoid distraction. By staying focused, we 

will be able to take in more information and retain it better, which will improve our learning 

outcomes. 

 

It is useful for prioritising and using our time effectively to achieve what we want to learn. We 

can balance our learning commitments with other responsibilities and activities by managing 

our time effectively. 

 

Even when we face challenges or setbacks, self-discipline helps us to stay motivated and 

committed to our learning goals. By maintaining a strong sense of motivation, we are able to 

persevere and achieve our learning goals. 

 

By being disciplined, we build self-confidence and self-esteem, which are essential for 

effective learning.By consistently devoting time and effort to our learning, we are able to 

make progress and achieve our goals over time. 

 

Finally, it helps us build confidence and self-esteem, which are essential for effective 

learning. We develop a sense of achievement and pride in our abilities by taking control of 

our learning process and achieving our goals. 

 

Self-discipline is a crucial quality for anyone who wants to become a successful self-learner, 

helping us to stay focused, motivated and on track with our learning. By cultivating and using 

this powerful trait in our own learning journeys, we can unlock its potential and take our 

learning to new heights. 

 

 



Critical thinking 

 
Critical thinking is an essential part of successful self-learning. It's what separates mediocre 

learners from great ones. Critical thinking helps us to evaluate information, draw conclusions 

and develop innovative solutions to complex problems. In this chapter, we will explore the 

ways in which critical thinking enhances the self-learning experience and provide practical 

tips on how to cultivate this invaluable skill. 

 

One of the main benefits of critical thinking is that it enables us to identify faulty reasoning 

and fallacious arguments. When we engage in critical thinking, we examine the evidence, 

evaluate the logic and identify any biases that may be present. 

 

It's important to approach new information with an open mind and a healthy dose of 

scepticism. Rather than accepting everything we read or hear at face value, we should ask 

questions, challenge assumptions and seek alternative viewpoints. By doing so, we can 

develop a more nuanced understanding of the issue at hand and uncover new insights that 

we might otherwise have missed. 

 

Critical thinking is an essential skill for anyone who wants to improve their self-learning. It 

enables us to evaluate information, identify flawed reasoning and develop innovative 

solutions to complex problems. By cultivating this skill in our own learning journeys, we can 

unlock new levels of understanding and achieve greater success in all areas of life. As 

Malcolm Gladwell once said, "The key to good decision-making is not knowledge. It is 

understanding. We are swimming in the former. We are desperately short of the latter. 

 

 



Metacognition 

 
 

 

Metacognition, or the ability to reflect on our own thinking, is a crucial aspect of successful 

self-learning. It allows us to reflect on our learning experiences, assess our strengths and 

weaknesses, and adjust our approach as necessary. In this chapter we will explore the ways 

in which metacognition enhances the self-learning experience and provide practical tips on 

how to cultivate this invaluable skill. For Tony Buzan, metacognition was our ability to think 

on how we think. This practice creates more self-awareness, and more conscience on our 

own behavior. 

 

One of the main benefits of metacognition is that it allows us to monitor our own progress. 

By regularly assessing our understanding of a subject, we can identify areas where we need 

to focus our efforts and adjust our learning strategies accordingly. This helps us to stay on 

track and avoid getting bogged down in areas where we may be struggling. 

 

Metacognition also enables us to set realistic goals for ourselves. By understanding our own 

abilities and limitations, we can develop goals that are challenging yet achievable. This helps 

us to stay motivated and focused, even in the face of setbacks and obstacles. 

 

To cultivate metacognition, it's important to regularly take a step back and reflect on our 

learning experiences. This may involve journaling our progress, seeking feedback from 

others, or engaging in self-assessment activities. In this way we can develop a more 

nuanced understanding of our own learning processes and make adjustments where 

necessary. 

 

In conclusion, metacognition is an essential skill for anyone who wants to improve their self-

learning. It allows us to monitor our progress, set realistic goals and adjust our approach as 

necessary. By cultivating this skill in our own learning journeys, we can achieve greater 



success and unlock new levels of understanding. Metacognition is the key to developing 

these crucial attributes and becoming a successful self-learner. 

 

Patience 

 
Patience is an often overlooked but essential part of the self-learning process. In a world that 

values speed and instant gratification, it can be tempting to rush through the learning 

process in the hope of achieving quick results. However, as any successful self-learner 

knows, true mastery takes time, effort and a healthy dose of patience. 

 

One of the main benefits of patience is that it allows us to persevere in the face of setbacks 

and obstacles. Learning is a process, and it's not uncommon to encounter challenges or 

experience setbacks along the way. However, those who have patience are better equipped 

to overcome these challenges and remain committed to their learning goals in the long term. 

 

Another benefit of patience is that it allows us to focus on the process rather than the 

outcome. Rather than fixating on immediate results, patient self-learners understand that 

true mastery is a journey that requires time, effort, and a willingness to accept mistakes and 

failures along the way. By focusing on the process, we can develop a deeper understanding 

of the material and uncover new insights that might otherwise have gone unnoticed. 

 

To cultivate patience in our own self-learning journeys, it's important to adopt a growth 

mindset and embrace the idea that success is a marathon, not a sprint. This may involve 

setting realistic expectations for ourselves, celebrating small victories along the way, and 

staying committed to our learning goals even in the face of adversity. 

 



In conclusion, patience is an essential skill for anyone who wants to improve their self-

learning. It allows us to persevere in the face of challenges, to focus on the process rather 

than the outcome, and to achieve true mastery in the long run. By cultivating patience in our 

own self-learning journeys, we can create the conditions for success and realise our full 

potential. 

  



Self-teaching in a digital era 

In the digital age, we have access to more information than ever before. We carry libraries in 

our pockets and can connect with experts and communities of learners around the world at 

the touch of a button. With all these resources at our fingertips, it's no wonder that many of 

us are turning to self-teaching as a way to acquire new skills and knowledge. But what does 

it take to become an effective self-teacher in the digital age? In this chapter, we'll explore the 

best practices to learn with today’s digital tools. This chapter will provide insight and 

inspiration for anyone who wants to become a more effective learner in the digital age. 

Learning by listening 

 
In the modern age, technology has transformed the way we learn, putting a wealth of 

information and resources at our fingertips. Podcasts and audiobooks are two such tools that 

have revolutionised the learning experience, allowing us to engage with a wide range of 

content anytime, anywhere. But how can we use these media to maximise our learning 



potential? In this chapter, we'll explore the benefits of learning with podcasts and 

audiobooks, and share strategies for getting the most out of these resources. 

 

Podcasts offer a unique opportunity to learn from experts and enthusiasts in virtually any 

field. With thousands of podcasts available on a wide range of topics, there is something for 

everyone. From science and technology to history and culture, podcasts are a convenient 

and accessible way to stay informed and engaged with the world around us. By listening to 

experts and enthusiasts share their knowledge and insights, we can deepen our 

understanding of complex topics and discover new perspectives and ideas. 

 

Audiobooks, on the other hand, offer a deeper and more immersive learning experience. 

Listening to a book allows us to engage with its content in a way that is often more focused 

and uninterrupted than reading. This can help us absorb and retain information more 

effectively and make the learning experience more enjoyable and engaging. Audiobooks are 

also a great way to learn on the go, whether commuting, exercising or doing other activities. 

 

To get the most out of podcasts and audiobooks, it's important to approach them with 

intention and focus. Choose content that is relevant and interesting to you, and set aside 

time to engage with it. Take notes or create summaries to deepen your understanding and 

retain key information. And don't be afraid to actively engage with the content, asking 

questions and challenging assumptions along the way. 

 

Podcasts and audiobooks are powerful tools for self-directed learning, offering unique 

opportunities to engage with experts and enthusiasts and expand our knowledge and 

understanding. By approaching them with intention and focus, we can maximise their 

potential and take our learning to new heights. 

 



Learning by watching 

 
In recent years, social media platforms such as YouTube and TikTok have changed the way 

we consume and engage with content. But can these platforms be more than just sources of 

entertainment and distraction? In this chapter, we'll explore the ways in which YouTube and 

TikTok can be powerful tools for self-directed learning, and share strategies for making the 

most of these platforms. 

 

YouTube offers an unparalleled wealth of content on virtually every subject imaginable. From 

tutorials and demonstrations to lectures and interviews, YouTube can be a powerful 

resource for learning and discovery. By subscribing to channels and creators that match 

your interests and goals, you can access a wealth of expertise and insight. 

 

TikTok, on the other hand, may seem like an unlikely source of learning content. But with its 

short-form video format, TikTok offers a unique way to engage with content in a fun and 

engaging way. By following creators who share your interests, you can discover new 

perspectives and ideas in a format that is both entertaining and informative. 

 

To get the most out of YouTube and TikTok for learning, it's important to be deliberate and 

focused in your consumption. Seek out content that is relevant and interesting to you, and 

actively engage with it by taking notes or creating summaries. Be selective in your 

subscriptions and followings, and regularly review your consumption habits to ensure you 

are getting the most out of these platforms. 



 

YouTube and TikTok offer unique and powerful opportunities for self-directed learning, 

providing access to a wealth of expert knowledge and insight in engaging and accessible 

formats. By approaching these platforms with intention and focus, we can unlock their 

potential and take our learning to new heights. 

 

Learning by sharing 

 
Learning is often seen as a solitary pursuit, but the truth is that sharing what we learn with 

others can be a powerful tool for deepening our own understanding and gaining new 

insights. In this chapter, we'll explore the ways in which sharing our learning with others can 

enhance the learning experience and offer strategies for doing so effectively. 

 

Sharing our learning with others forces us to articulate our understanding and translate 

complex ideas into accessible language. This can help us identify gaps in our knowledge 

and refine our understanding of complex issues. By teaching others, we also gain new 

perspectives and insights, as our students may ask questions or offer alternative viewpoints 

that challenge our assumptions and broaden our understanding. 

 

But sharing what we learn is not just about teaching others. It can also take the form of 

discussions, debates or collaborative projects. By engaging with others in this way, we can 

refine our understanding through dialogue and debate, and gain new insights through the 

exchange of ideas. 

 



To get the most out of sharing our learning with others, it's important to approach it with an 

attitude of curiosity and openness. Seek opportunities to engage with others, whether 

through formal teaching or informal discussion, and be open to new perspectives and ideas. 

Take time to reflect on your own understanding and identify areas where you may still have 

gaps in your knowledge. 

 

Sharing our learning with others is a powerful tool for enhancing the learning experience, 

deepening our understanding and gaining new insights. By approaching this practice with 

curiosity and openness, we can unlock its potential and take our learning to new heights. 

 

Learning by doing 

4 

 

When it comes to learning, there's no substitute for hands-on experience. Learning by doing 

is a powerful way to acquire new skills, build confidence and deepen our understanding of 

complex topics. In this chapter, we'll explore the ways in which learning by doing can 

enhance the learning experience and offer strategies for incorporating it into our own 

learning journeys. 

 

One of the main benefits of learning by doing is the way it engages multiple senses and 

modes of learning. By engaging with a topic or skill through action, we are able to 

incorporate physical, cognitive and emotional aspects of learning into our experience. This 
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can make the learning process more immersive and engaging, and can help us retain 

information more effectively. 

 

Learning by doing can take many forms, from hands-on activities and experiments to 

immersive simulations and role-playing exercises. By seeking out opportunities to engage 

with a topic in a hands-on way, we can deepen our understanding of complex ideas and gain 

new insights into how they work in practice. 

 

To get the most out of learning by doing, it's important to approach it with a growth mindset 

and a willingness to accept failure as part of the learning process. Take time to reflect on 

your experiences and identify areas where you may still have gaps in knowledge or skills. 

Seek feedback from others and be open to constructive criticism as a means of improving 

your performance. 

 

Learning by doing is a powerful tool for enhancing the learning experience, building skills 

and gaining new insights. By approaching it with a growth mindset and a willingness to 

accept failure as a natural part of the learning process, we can unlock its potential and take 

our learning to new heights. 

 

In conclusion 

 

As we come to the end of this journey exploring the world of self-learning and the art of 

becoming a self-taught person, one thing is clear: the road to mastery is never easy, but it is 

always worth it. 

 

We've discovered that self-learning is not a one-size-fits-all approach, but rather a process 

of discovery and experimentation that is unique to each individual. We've learnt that the key 

to success is not just acquiring knowledge, but developing the soft skills that make self-

learning possible, such as curiosity, self-discipline, critical thinking, metacognition and 

patience. 

 

We've also seen that self-learning is not a solitary endeavour, but rather a collaborative and 

community-driven process, enriched by sharing knowledge and engaging with others. By 

harnessing the power of technology and online communities, we can connect with other 

autodidacts and tap into a vast reservoir of knowledge and resources that can help us 

achieve our learning goals. 

 

As we reflect on this journey, it's clear that becoming an autodidact is not just about 

acquiring knowledge, it's about transforming ourselves into lifelong learners. It's about 

cultivating a growth mindset, embracing the process of learning and finding joy in the 

journey. 

 

So let us embrace this challenge with enthusiasm and continue to push ourselves to new 

heights of self-discovery and self-mastery. 

 


